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Abstract

High cost of metric photogrammetric cameras has given rise to the utilisation of non-metric digital cameras to generate photogrammetric products in traditional close range or terrestrial photogrammetric applications. For precision photogrammetric applications, the internal metric characteristics of the camera, customarily known as the Interior Orientation Parameters, need to be determined and analysed. The derivation of these parameters is usually achieved by implementing a bundle adjustment with self-calibration procedure. The stability of the Interior Orientation Parameters is an issue in terms of accuracy in digital cameras since they are not built with photogrammetric applications in mind. This study utilised two photogrammetric software (i.e. Photo Modeler and Australis) to calibrate a non-metric digital camera to determine its Interior Orientation Parameters. The camera parameters were obtained using the two software and the Root Mean Square Errors (RMSE) calculated. It was observed that Australis gave a RMSE of 0.2435 and Photo Modeler gave 0.2335, implying that, the calibrated non-metric digital camera is suitable for high precision terrestrial photogrammetric projects.
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1 Introduction

Interior orientation defines the internal geometries of a camera as it existed at the time of image capture. These parameters include: position of the principal point in the image plane (xo, yo), calibrated principal distance of the camera or the focal length of the lens and lens distortion parameters (Perez et al., 2011). In traditional aerial photogrammetry, a pre-calibrated metric camera attached to an aircraft is used for image acquisition. Non-metric digital cameras which are often not calibrated are also used in most terrestrial photogrammetric applications for image acquisition. Camera calibration is the process of determining the internal orientation parameters of a camera. These parameters include the principal point, the focal length of the lens and lens distortion. Unlike metric cameras that have been specifically designed for photogrammetric applications and have very stable interior orientation parameters and low lens distortion values, non-metric digital cameras have unstable interior orientation parameters and high lens distortion values (Fraser, 2006). A non-metric camera can be turned into a precision instrument by determining its interior orientation parameters regularly, prior to and just after a project. A camera is considered calibrated when its true internal orientation parameters such as the principal distance or focal length of the lens, principal point and lens distortion parameters are known (Fraser, 2006). Lens distortion occurs when light rays passing through the lens are bent, thereby changing the directions and intersecting the image plane at positions deviant from the norm. It causes imaged positions to be displaced from where they ought to be. Though a number of lens distortion models are available (Hamid and Ahmad, 2014; Fryskowska et al., 2016; Salvi et al., 2002; Fraser and Al-Ajlouni, 2006; Läbe and Förstner, 2004; Fryer, 1996; Fraser, 2001; Bösemann et al., 1990; Fraser and Shortis, 1995; Kunii and Chikatsu, 2001; Shortis and Beyer, 1997; Peipe and Stephani, 2003; Wiley and Wong, 1995; D’Apuzzo and Maas, 1999), the commonly adopted methods are those of Tsai, (1986; 1987), Heikkila and Silven (1997), Zhang (2000) and Brown (1971). The Brown lens distortion model is widely used by photogrammetrist to model distortion characteristics of a camera lens (Brown, 1971). With the Brown model, the mathematical equations are typically of two components: the symmetric radial lens distortion and the decentering lens distortion. The symmetric radial lens distortion causes straight lines to appear as curved lines while the decentering distortion is the displacement of a point in the image caused by misalignment of the components of the lens. This study sought to determine the interior orientation parameters of a non-metric camera, namely the principal point coordinates, the focal length of the lens and lens distortion parameters.

1.1 Cameras for Photogrammetric Project

There are several types of cameras used for photogrammetric projects. The choice of camera is largely dependent on the objectives and the class of work to be produced (dependent on the accuracy to be achieved) whether first class, second class or third class. The duration and the cost involved may also influence the choice of camera. Cameras could be categorised as Red Green Blue cameras,
Multispectral Cameras and Hyperspectral Cameras. Red Green Blue cameras only capture the primary colours or mostly all the colour part of pictures or photographs. They are not recommended for high precision work. Multispectral cameras usually have several lenses on board that could capture several pixels of overlapping photographs at different angles. Hyperspectral cameras use narrow, and usually contiguous spectral bands, involving possibly hundreds or thousands of spectra. Both multispectral and hyperspectral cameras are used for high precision works. Spectral cameras are cameras that could capture and analyse hidden features of images as well as internally broken or fractured images. They may include infrared or near infrared cameras. Some suggested cameras for photogrammetric projects are described briefly as follows.

1.1.1 Rollei d7 Metric Camera

The Rollei D7 metric camera (Fig. 1) is used for digital image acquisition. This 5-megapixel camera (2552 x 1920 pixel with approximately 3.5 µm pixel spacing) provides some features of a metric camera such as a fix focus lens (7 mm nominal focal length) and a rigid connection between lens and CCD sensor. The camera geometry can be assumed stable when capturing series of images (Peipe and Stephani, 2003).

![Fig. 1 Rollei d7 Metric Camera (Source: Peipe and Stephani, 2003)](image)

1.1.2 Nikon 3dc Metric Camera

The Nikon 3dc Metric camera (Fig. 2) is a digital image acquisition camera. This 8-megapixel camera (1300 x 5740) pixel with approximately 2.5 µm pixel spacing) provides some features of a metric camera such as a fix focus lens (5 mm nominal focal length) and a rigid connection between lens and CCD sensor as well as automatic shutter function after focusing. The camera geometry can also be assumed stable during capture of series of images (Peipe and Stephani, 2003).

![Fig. 2 Nikon 3dc Metric Camera (Source: Peipe and Stephani, 2003)](image)

1.2 Camera Calibration

Photogrammetric camera calibration is usually carried out together with the calculation of object coordinates within a self-calibrating bundle adjustment. The quality of the result depends mainly on the image configuration. If the network geometry is not adequate to self-calibration requirements, a prior knowledge of the camera parameters is needed for the object reconstruction. In photogrammetry, a series of commercially available programs exists to solve the calibration task (Peipe and Tecklenburg, 2006). This study is not intended to investigate or compare the accuracy of the final 3D coordinates, computing time or cost of the different software packages. Accurate calibration of cameras is especially crucial for applications that involve quantitative measurements such as dimensional measurements, depth from stereoscopy or motion from images (Weng et al., 1992). According to Brown (1971), one aspect of camera calibration is to determine the interior parameters of the camera. These parameters determine how the image coordinates of a point are derived, given the spatial position of the point with respect to the camera. The estimation of the geometrical relation between the camera and the scene, or between different cameras, is also an important aspect of calibration. The corresponding parameters that characterise such a geometrical relation is called external parameters. It is well known that cameras are not perfect and sustain a variety of aberrations. For geometrical measurements, the main concern is camera distortion, which relates to the position of image points in the image plane but not directly to the image quality. For example, the position of a point in a slightly blurred image can still be measured as the centre of the blurred point. However, if the image position of a point is not accurate, the results...
that depend on its image coordinates will be erroneous.

1.3 Camera Parameters

There are two main parameters used in the calibration of cameras. These include intrinsic and extrinsic parameters.

1.3.1 Intrinsic and Extrinsic Parameters

The intrinsic or internal parameters are mostly used for the correction of internal distortions of the camera lens (Hartley and Zisserman, 2000). They are: focal length of the lens, principal point (centre), pixel size and distortion coefficients. The extrinsic parameters are: rotation and translation parameters (Fig. 3). The extrinsic parameters define the location and orientation of the camera with respect to the external world.

Fig. 3 Camera Parameters (Source: Hartley and Zisserman, 2000)

1.4 Principal Point and Focal Length

The principal point is mathematically defined as the intersection in the image plane of the perpendicular line from the perspective centre. The focal length of the lens is the length from the principal point to the perspective centre.

1.5 Lens Distortion

According to Weng et al., (1992), geometrical distortion refers to the position of image points in the image plane. There are two major types of camera lens distortions. These are Radial lens distortion (Fig. 4) and Decentering lens distortion (Fig. 5).

1.5.1 Radial Lens Distortion

According to Barreto et al., (2003), radial lens distortion causes an inward or outward displacement of a given image point from its ideal location as shown in Fig. 4. This type of distortion is mainly caused by flawed radial curvature of the lens elements. A negative radial displacement of the image points is referred to as barrel distortion. It causes outer points to crowd increasingly together and the scale to decrease. A positive radial displacement is referred to as pincushion distortion. It causes outer points spread and the scale to increase. This type of distortion is strictly symmetric about the optical axis. Ideal image points are distorted along radial directions from the distortion centre (Ganapathy, 1984; Prescott and McLean, 1997). This distortion is caused by imperfect lens shape. Accurate radial lens distortion correction can be applied based on only approximate estimates of the aspect ratio and principal point (Lenz and Tsai 1987; Hartley and Zisserman, 2000).

Fig. 4 Radial Distortion of Lens from Scene to Correction (Source: Hartley and Zisserman, 2000)

1.5.2 Decentering Lens Distortion

Decentering lens distortion is usually caused by improper lens assembly, that is, ideal image points are distorted in both radial and tangential directions. Actual optical systems are subject to various degrees of decentering, that is, the optical centres of lens elements are not strictly collinear. This defect introduces what is called decentering distortion (Faig, 1975; Fryer, 1996). Fig. 5 shows a perfectly centered lens and a decentered lens.

Fig. 5 Perfectly Centered Lens and Decentered Lens (Source: Hartley and Zisserman, 2000)

1.6 Bundle Adjustment

Bundle Adjustment describes a method of solving large minimisation problems on the basis of least squares (Brown, 1958; Barzilai and Borwein, 1988; Wu et al., 2011). This is the first known method for bundle adjustment and was used to minimise the
projection error after determining point coordinates and camera positions from aerial images (Liu et al., 2012; Liu et al., 2008). Bundle adjustment was adapted and applied to close-range photogrammetry. Today it is one of the essential modules in virtually every Structure from Motion (SfM) pipeline. SfM aims to recover the position of the cameras as well as the 3D information of sparse points from a given set of images. The derived parameters are prone to inaccuracies caused by wrong correspondences, critical camera configurations (e.g., small baselines), measurement noise, and calibration errors. Furthermore, optimisation is carried out for certain problem subsets (either subset of images) (Agarwal et al., 2011) or subset of parameters (Moulon et al., 2013, Wilson, and Snavely, 2014). This leads to solutions that are optimal only for the corresponding subtasks instead of being optimal for the whole task. Bundle Adjustment aims to minimise these errors efficiently by performing a global optimisation process that considers all cameras and points. This optimisation process implies the formation and solving of equation systems, which becomes particularly computationally expensive for modern datasets involving hundreds of cameras. Therefore, bundle adjustment is often seen as (one of) the bottlenecks of corresponding reconstruction pipelines. Over the past few years, many approaches have been proposed that aim to optimise the efficiency of Bundle Adjustment, either on an algorithmic level or by usage of multi-core systems.

2 Resources and Methods Used

2.1 Resources

The resources used in this study are discussed in the subsequent sub headings.

2.1.1 Non-Metric Digital Camera

A 6.3-megapixel robust built quality Fujifilm FinePix camera (Fig. 6) was used in this study to take photographs of the calibration grid patterns at the appropriate angles.

2.1.2 Calibration Grid Pattern

A calibration grid pattern (Fig. 7) is a portable target field pattern, which is approximately 36x36 cm in width comprising of 54x3 mm diameter retroreflective targets. This was retrieved from a Photo Modeler’s in-stored file directory.

2.1.3 Photo Modeler Scanner

Photo Modeler Scanner, a photogrammetric program developed by Earth Observing Systems was used in processing the images in this study. This relatively low-cost software is user friendly, has a broad range of applications and is designed for use by non-photogrammetric experts (Anon., 2018a).

2.1.4 Australis Photogrammetric Software

The Australis software is designed to perform highly automated 3D coordinate measurement and photogrammetric camera calibration from multi station digital networks. It is very intuitive and easy to operate as well as possessing a robust and reliable error detection through on-line data processing.

2.1.5 GIMP

GIMP is a free and open source image processing software used for image editing. It is good for image retouching and editing free form drawing, converting between different image formats and also for performing more specialised task (Anon., 2018b).

2.2 Methods

Fig. 8 is a flowchart showing the various methods employed in this study.
Fig. 8 Flowchart of Methods Used

2.2.1 Preparation of the Calibration Grid

The calibration grid (Fig. 7) obtained from the Photo Modeler scanners’ in-stored file directory was displayed on a small paper size scale. It could however be scaled in any desired paper size and printed on a white paper background. It was printed on a larger paper to attain a higher accuracy.

2.2.2 Taking of Photographs

The printed grid was stationed on a flat surface where it could be visualised clearly. The calibration grid had four sides of which those four sides were chosen to be the four camera positions or stations (Fig. 9). The pictures were taken in three different orientations of the camera (Fig. 10). Thus, the camera was held in a landscape mode and then rotated 90 degrees to the left (portrait). It was brought back to landscape mode and then rotated 90 degrees to the right (portrait). This exercise was repeated for all the other remaining positions to obtain twelve photographs in all, with each side having three photographs taken at different orientations whilst the calibration grid remained stationary. Camera settings such as zoom, camera resolution and image quality were kept constant for all the photographs. The images were then transferred onto a computer.

2.2.3 Image Inversion

Photo Modeler scanner recognises black targets on white background while Australis recognises white targets on black background. Since the images obtained were generic to Photo Modeler scanner, there was the need to invert the images to obtained their negatives or the inverse for them to have worked appropriately in Australis. This was done using the GIMP image processing software where the images were loaded for further pre-processing (Fig. 11).

Camera Calibration in Photo Modeler

The calibration process was done by importing the twelve set of images with black target fields into the Photo Modeler scanner software and processing them. The processing interface of the Photo Modeler software is shown in Fig. 12.
Image Processing and Calibration in Australis

Australis software on the computer desktop was launched and then a new project was created. The project units were defined in millimeters and saved. The information about the camera (Fig. 6) used for this study was added to the camera database after which the pre-processed images of the calibration grid with white target fields were added to the project. The calibration process was done by selecting all the images in the project and measuring all measurable points (Figs. 12 and 13) on the inversed calibration grid one after the other to determine their positions.

Bundle Adjustments and Distortion Parameters

The images were processed by bundle adjustment based on collinearity equations (Equations 1 and 2) which has an input for lens distortion. The condition for collinearity is that the object point, the image point and the camera position also known as the perspective position all lie in a straight line as expressed in Equations 1 and 2 (Abdel-Aziz et al., 1971).

\[
\begin{align*}
\Delta x &= c \frac{m_{11}(x_i-x_0)+m_{12}(y_i-y_0)+m_{13}(z_i-z_0)}{m_{31}(x_i-x_0)+m_{32}(y_i-y_0)+m_{33}(z_i-z_0)} \\
\Delta y &= c \frac{m_{21}(x_i-x_0)+m_{22}(y_i-y_0)+m_{23}(z_i-z_0)}{m_{31}(x_i-x_0)+m_{32}(y_i-y_0)+m_{33}(z_i-z_0)}
\end{align*}
\]

where:
- \(x_i, y_i\) are measured image coordinates;
- \(X_i, Y_i, Z_i\) are object space coordinates of the measured points;
- \(X_0, Y_0, Z_0\) are object space coordinates of the perspective centre of the camera (position of the camera);
\( m_{11} \) to \( m_{33} \) are the individual elements of the orthogonal rotation matrix representing the three-angle omega, phi and kappa; 
\( c \) is the focal length of lens; 
\( x_0, y_0 \) are principal points of coordinates; 
\( \Delta x, \Delta y \) are lens distortion parameters.

The bundle adjustment resulted in three dimensional coordinates of the points on the calibration grid. These three-dimensional coordinates of the grid were compared with when they were in their idle positions and after they had been calculated. This was done by applying a 3D Helmert Transformation or the 3D Similarity Transformation /rigid-body transformation. The seven-parameter 3D coordinate transformation was used because the coordinates of the grid were not generated with respect to any datum thus, they were the rectangular coordinates. The seven-parameter 3D coordinate transformation is expressed in Equation 3:

\[
X_T = C + \mu RX
\]

where:
\( X_T \) is the transformed matrix
\( X \) is the initial vector
\( C \) is the translation vector containing the three translation along the coordinate axes
\( \mu \) is the scale factor
\( R \) is the rotation matrix consisting of three axes

### 3 Results and Discussion

#### 3.1 Results

The camera parameters obtained after calibrating with the Photo Modeler scanner and Australis are tabulated in Table 1 and Table 2 respectively.

### Table 1 Camera Parameters after Calibration in Photo Modeler

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameter</th>
<th>Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>C (Focal length)</td>
<td>8.0058</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( X_P ) (Principal point X)</td>
<td>3.9197</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( Y_P ) (Principal point Y)</td>
<td>2.9125</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( K_1 ) (Radial distortion 1)</td>
<td>1.205,003</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( K_2 ) (Radial distortion 2)</td>
<td>9.818,006</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( P_1 ) (Decentering distortion 1)</td>
<td>-1.561,004</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( P_2 ) (Decentering distortion 2)</td>
<td>1.470,005</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RMSE</td>
<td>0.2435</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Table 2 Camera Parameters after Calibration in Australis

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameter</th>
<th>Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>C (Focal length)</td>
<td>7.9579</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( X_P ) (Principal point X)</td>
<td>0.0246</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( Y_P ) (Principal point Y)</td>
<td>0.0263</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( K_1 ) (Radial distortion 1)</td>
<td>1.1909,003</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( K_2 ) (Radial distortion 2)</td>
<td>4.5640,006</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( P_1 ) (Decentering distortion 1)</td>
<td>-1.2582,004</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( P_2 ) (Decentering distortion 2)</td>
<td>1.470,005</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RMSE</td>
<td>0.2335</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

#### 3.2. Discussion

The differences between individual parameters from the results obtained from both Photo Modeler scanner and Australis software were not significant, however they were not compared due to the different coordinate systems in which each of the software were developed and depicted in Figs. 1 and 2. It was observed that Australis gave a Root Mean Square Error (RMSE) value of 0.2335 while Photo Modeler gave a Root Mean Square Error (RMSE) value of 0.2435. This depicts that Australis and Photo Modeler could be used to calibrate non-metric cameras and determine their interior orientation parameters for high accuracy projects.

### 4 Conclusions and Recommendation

#### 4.1 Conclusions

In conclusion, a non-metric digital camera (Fujifilm FinePix f10) was calibrated using Photo Modeler scanner and Australis photogrammetric software and their interior orientation parameters derived makes it suitable for carrying out precision terrestrial photogrammetric projects. The overall root mean squares of the two software after calibrating the camera were also determined. Australis gave a Root Mean Square Error (RMSE) of 0.2335 as while that of Photo Modeler gave a Root Mean Square Error (RMSE) of 0.2435.

#### 4.2 Recommendation

It is recommended that non-metric digital cameras for carrying out photogrammetric projects and most optical instruments with variable internal geometries used for various surveys should be calibrated from time to time, at least once in a year in order to render them suitable for precision photogrammetric projects.
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